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(dfindik@selcuk.edu.tr)

One Health: Collaborative efforts of multiple disciplines working locally, nationally and globally to attain optimal health for humans, animals and our environment.

Guidelines for Abstract Preparation

The abstract should not exceed 500 words and must be relevant to One Health concept.

Introduction /objective (~ 10-20% of abstract): a brief statement (1 sentence) of the research objective or purpose. Be clear and precise. Could also include a brief background (1-2 sentences) about why the work is important.

Methods/design (~ 30-40% of abstract): describe the study design, research setting, study population, description of the intervention, primary +/- secondary outcome measures, other data collected (if listed in results section), and statistical methods used.

Results (~ 30-40% of abstract): list the most important One Health findings. They should flow logically from the methods. Present important positive and negative findings to avoid bias.

Conclusions (~10% of abstract): list the most important points and pertinent recommendations that are relevant to One Health. They should relate to the study objective(s) and should not just rephrase the results. The conclusion must be supported by the data presented.